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Mobile Ecommerce opens a lucrative business opportunity to the ecommerce merchants by
reaching the vast mobile using consumers. The easiness in transacting from a mobile shopping cart
anywhere at any time through the internet phones is the reason behind the explosive growth of
mobile commerce.  The rising realm of mobile ecommerce establishes the necessity of mobile
shopping cart for all retailers who wish to stand out and distinguish their brand.

Few factors that raise concerns over this new-generation ecommerce are security of paying bills
using mobile phones, interactive and touch friendly interface, loading speed etc. Once these are
taken care of, the mobile commerce solution works as a magic wand bringing wondrous sales. The
competitions are high among the ecommerce store owners and to stay ahead in the competition,
choose an instant mobile commerce solution instead of getting into mcommerce development from
the scratch. There are numerous web masters who provide mcommerce solution such as Mob
eCommerce that will help you give a mobile shopping cart for your on-the-go consumers.

A mobile commerce solution that comes with the effective features as listed below, when integrated
with the ecommerce store and deployed in the iTunes and Android market will enable the store
owner to provide a mobile app of the store to those consumers who loves to shop whenever they
like. They are:

A ready to use solution that can be integrated to the ecommerce store irrespective of the platform
used. For e.g.  The mcommerce solution should be able to provide a Prestashop mobile cart for
Prestashop powered ecommerce store in no time.

The Mobile Ecommerce App should be customizable as per user needs. (i.e. ) Any update in the
iPhone technology should be made compatible to the iPhone Ecommerce App/ any update in
design and feature of the store should reflect in the mobile app. Hence the app should be
customizable for future prospect.

Should provide an easy interface for the user with quick account management. Thus, allow the user
to sign up/login, view my cart, change password, subscribe for newsletter, add wish list etc at
utmost ease.

Provide a search option that supports text search and voice search, save search etc.

Show a highly informative product page by displaying Best Sellers / Top Sellers, list products in
categories, mark favorite products, mark/unmark a category as favorite etc.

The mobile ecommerce app should enable an effective shopping cart with facility to add/remove
products to cart, list view of products, edit button to edit cart, delete cart option, proceed to checkout
option etc.

Customer friendly checkout process that enables payment confirmation, view order details, choose
shipping method; accept billing and shipping address etc.

The Iphone Ecommerce App / Android Ecommerce App should enable Google Analytics, Multi
language support and all payment gateways that are compatible with the iPhone/Android
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When the mobile ecommerce app comes with social sharing feature such as the Facebook sharing,
email sharing etc, it will help the ecommerce entrepreneurs to get extra exposure of their mobile
store to a mass audience.  A mobile commerce solution, thus, adds value to the business and
establishes the store to next level by reaching the mobile costumers which turns out as the biggest
advantage for the entrepreneurs.
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